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Abstract 
We work with Steel’s core model under the assumption that there is no inner class model for 
a Woodin cardinal. If there is no <WY strong cardinal in the Steel core model, then K n HC is 
projective. Moreover, if V = ~c”“(w’<rc) for K measurable in !& then K is projective up to the 
first <or/-strong. This is used to resolve negatively the boldface correctness conjecture from 
Hauser ( 1995). 
We also show in ZFC that set forcing cannot create class models with a given number of 
strongs. 
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0. Preface 
The last ten years have witnessed a sequence of breakthroughs in the inner model 
theory project. 
Perhaps the first real steps in this direction of research were taken by Kunen [8] in 
the study of L[p], the canonical inner model for a mesurable cardinal, where p is some 
rc-complete ultrafilter on some regular cardinal K. This established the compatibility of 
a measurable cardinal with some sort of precise internal structure, resembling GGdel’s 
constructible universe, L. In particular, Silver [20] showed that there is a Ai wellorder 
of the reals in L[p], and therefore that a measurable cardinal does not suffice to prove 
that the C: sets are Lebesgue measurable. (Solovay had earlier shown that it does 
suffice for the Lebesgue measurability of $ sets.) 
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The defect, however, in the constructions that directly followed [S] is that one gen- 
erally needs a measurable cardinal in V in order to build the model Q]. 
Dodd and Jensen [3] developed the inner model theory for a measurable cardinal into 
a core model theory. Roughly speaking, this refinement consists of a fine structural 
attempt to build as much of the L[p] model as possible inside a core model for 
one measurable. Provided there is no inner class model of a measurable cardinal, the 
corresponding core model will “resemble” the universe V in certain key respects - for 
instance, we will have some sort of a covering lemma, as in [4] and we will have the 
Ci correctness result from the appendix of [2]. These types of “resemblence” theorems 
have wide applicability; either the universe is constrained in its behaviour by the core 
model at a certain level, or we can find inner class models for the corresponding large 
cardinal assumption. In this regard, some early applications of [2] were to show that 
the descriptive set theoretical assumption that YX E ww(x”3) A & = 02 implies the 
existence of an inner class model of a measurable cardinal as does the failure of the 
singular cardinal hypothesis - here the reader can refer to [26] and [9], respectively, 
for a discussion of these assumptions and their consequences. 
Later, the inner models in [8] were extended in [ 131 to models containing many 
measurable cardinals. Following the influence of [2, 31, this led to core models that 
encompassed large cardinal assumptions up to and including “O(K) = IC++“. Similarly, 
the correctness result was extended in [15]. Indeed, already in the final chapters of [2] 
there was an optimism that the techniques available at that time should ultimately lead 
to a core model theory for one strong cardinal. 
However, there seemed to be a fundamental obstacle for advancing beyond a single 
strong cardinal. The essential problem is that large cardinals greater than one strong 
require us to consider overlapping extenders. Roughly speaking, the large cardinals 
considered in [2, 141 all have the simplifying property that if K is measurable, or even 
the critical point of a partial extender, and 6 is less than rc, then 6 is not strong past 
K. Thus, in comparing mice at this level of large cardinal complexity, we can hope 
to somehow iterate them so that all their measures at (the various images of) 6 line 
up, before proceeding to work on the measures at (the images of) K. This thereby 
gives a well-defined and easily understood notion of being able to make progress in 
the comparison of mice: we attempt to line up the measures on bigger and bigger 
cardinals; once having done this at some 6, we never again move 6, and there is no 
danger of undoing the work previously invested. 
The breakthrough was obtained in [ 11, 121, with the presentation of the concept of 
iteration tree and the relevant iterability proofs. Here we can make progress in the 
comparison process by never moving the relevant generators along a given branch of a 
normal iteration tree. Using this new technique, [ 121 developed an inner model theory 
for one Woodin cardinal and showed its compatibility with a Ai wellordering of the 
reals. Thus, in particular, this provided a proof that the existence of one Woodin does 
not suffice for II: determinacy. 
Since [ 111, the progress has been rapid. [16, 221 provided a fine structure 
theory and then a core model theory for one Woodin. Building on this, [ 17, 181 
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developed appropriate covering theorems. The generalisation of Jensen’s C: correctness 
result from [2] was largely completed in [25]. 
Not only have [ 11, 121 spawned a highly successful inner model theory for one 
Woodin cardinal, but the fundamental idea of iteration trees has led to the development 
from [23, 241 to an inner model theory and a core model theory for models with many 
Woodin cardinals. We are now in a position of having a core model theory that extends 
all the way through the large cardinals compatible with projective wellorderings of the 
reals and beyond those corresponding to AD L(R). The latest developments from [l] and 
the unpublished work of John Steel suggest that it may soon be possible to develop a 
core model theory for the large cardinals whose consistency strength matches ADR - 
an occurrence that must surely have seemed unimaginable at the time of writing [2]. 
This present paper, however, is not concerned with pushing at the boundaries of 
known core models. Nor is it relevant to sharpening the tools from [22], or any of 
the covering theorems, or correctness results. This paper is in some sense a pause, 
returning to the much earlier problem of attempting to understand the core model 
theory at the level just beyond the level of one strong cardinal, when overlapping 
extenders make their appearance for the first time, and certain types of descriptive 
set theoretical phenomena are seen in their simplest form. Here we are using 
[22] and considering this core model in the context that there are relatively few 
strongs. 
The following unpublished theorem provided much of the original motivation for 
this paper: 
Theorem 0.1 (Woodin). Suppose that 1 is the limit of infinitely many strong cardi- 
nals. Suppose g c Coll(o, I) is V-generic. Then in all future generic extensions, 
WI c Udl3ll c J’[gl[hl[M 
we have that V[g][hl] and V[g][hl][hz] agree on all projective statements taken from 
their common parameters. 
This raises a number of questions. The most obvious of these, regarding the consis- 
tency strength of the conclusion, was solved in [6]. 
Theorem 0.2 (Hauser). Suppose that in all future generic extensions 
V c Wll c WllM 
we have that V[hl] and V[hl][h2] agree on all projective statements taken from 
their common parameters. Then there is an inner class model with infinitely many 
strongs. 
A more subtle question is given by the following corollary of Theorem 0.1 and the 
accompanying conjecture: 
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Corollary 0.3 (Woodin). Suppose there are no inner class models for a Woodin car- 
dinal. Suppose every set has a dagger. Suppose 1 is the limit of infinitely many strong 
cardinals in K. Suppose g c Coll(o, 2) is K-generic. Then K n HC is not projective 
in K[g]. 
Conjecture 0.4. Suppose there are no inner class models for a Woodin cardinal. Sup- 
pose every set has a dagger. Suppose there are only jinitely many countable ordinals 
that are <or-strong in K. Then K n HC is projective. 
While this conjecture is widely believed by experts in the field, it probably originated 
with Woodin. Here we present the following partial result: 
Theorem 0.5. Suppose there are no inner class models for a Woodin cardinal. Sup- 
pose every set has a dagger. Suppose o, ’ is inaccessible in K and that there are no 
countable ordinals that are <or-strong in K. Then K n HC is projective. 
Although this is very modest, the proof of this result is closely related to 
Theorem 0.6. Suppose there are no inner class models for a Woodin cardinal. Sup- 
pose every set has a dagger. Suppose IC is measurable in M. Suppose G c Coll(o, 
< K) is M generic. Then in M[G], K n HC is (uniformly) projective up to the least 
< K-strong cardinal in K. 
In Section 3 this is used to refute the boldface correctness conjecture in Chapter 4 of 
[6]. The assumptions about the existence of daggers and the non-existence of Woodin 
cardinals are solely so as to build the one Woodin K from [22]. 
Ultimately, we would hope that the investigations here might help shed some light 
on the descriptive set theoretical properties of the kinds of models one obtains from 
Theorem 0.1. In particular, if we use the constructions from [16] to begin with a 
model N for w many strongs that is both fine structural and in some sense “minimal” 
(for instance, it cannot find the sharp for a model with infinitely many strongs), then it 
should be possible to completely determine the properties of N[g], where g c Coll(o, 2) 
is N-generic and L is the supremum of the o many strongs. In particular, the following 
has been widely suggested: 
Conjecture 0.7. There is a II: set in N[g] that cannot be projectively unlformized 
If the “boldface correctness” had been a theorem of ZFC, then it would have provided 
a positive solution to Corollary 0.7 (cf. the remarks after 4.1 of [6]). While we are 
unable to refute or confirm this conjecture, the results of Section 3 suggest that a 
solution may be quite difficult. 
Finally, we employ the core model for one Woodin cardinal to show that set forcing 
cannot create inner class models for a given pattern of strong cardinals. Here the reader 
might observe that if some K is measurable in some class inner model, then for all 
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regular cardinals 6 > 2K, the club filter (in V), 96 generates an ultrafilter in the model 
L[*a] - for instance, take a class inner model A4 in which K is measurable, and 
successively take the ultrapower of the image of K to obtain an iteration of length 6; 
it is easily seen that in the final model, MS, K has been moved to 6 and the measure 
one sets all contain a club (in I’). Therefore, 
L[.Pa] + 6 is a measurable cardinal. 
Since the club filter on 6 is essentially invariant under small forcing, we thereby obtain 
an easy, core model free, proof that if in some generic extension of V there is an inner 
class model of a measurable cardinal, then such an inner model exists already in V. 
Of course, the situation with a measurable cardinal is much simpler because we 
are dealing with a single normal measure. For more complicated large cardinals, we 
would hardly expect to make progress without some appeal to inner model theory. 
Specifically, we use [22] to show: 
Theorem 0.8. Suppose in some set generic extension V[g] of V there is a class inner 
model with a-many strong cardinals. Then such a class inner model exists in V. 
1. Preliminaries 
This section sketches some background facts for the area. Officially, at least, there 
are mostly folklore. However, many of them are due to John Steel, and in some sense 
they are all due to Steel or Steel and Mitchell, since it is only in virtue of [16, 221 
that they are applicable to our situation. We will assume familiarity with those two 
works. 
We will be working mostly under the assumption that there are no class inner models 
for a Woodin cardinal. Hence, all our mice will be one small and fine structural in the 
sense of [ 161. In general, we can restrict our attention to a suitably pleasant cofinal 
segment of the mice, and so we may as well work only with core mice - that is, mice 
that are o-sound. 
Definition 1.1. Let S be a collection l-small core mice. We define the simultaneous 
comparison of all the mice in S by iterating out the least point of disagreement. For- 
mally, we define (padded)w-maximal iteration trees, FN for each A’” ES by induction 
on CY E Ord. Given Fv]a for each N E S, we let ya be the least ordinal such that 
for some N, A? E S we have Na 11 y5( # Ag( ]I yl. [Here and throughout the paper, we 
denote by A’ 11 y the structure QPN, E,,!?~,G), where A’ is a premouse, y < ht(A) 
and G = I?‘@(Y) or G = F.& depending on whether y < or = ht(.&).] Then for each 
.N E S with &‘~iv;Ij~z # 0 we let 
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and we let a*(N) be the least p such that crif(@+’ ) < pg =df (pb)KN = vEfl , we 
let J&V) be the longest initial segment of Mm*(M) to which we can apply Ep and 
we let 
for the largest possible value of n<w. If pXllYZ = 0 we let Jlr,+i = Jlr, (hence the 
need for padding). We stop the construction as soon as we reach a so that for all 
_N”, &z’ in S, either &?‘, is an initial segment of .N”, or Aa is an initial segment of 
Ju&. At limit stages we choose cofinal wellfounded branches. We skip various details, 
all of which are just as in [16]. 
The main properties of this construction are summarized in the next few lemmas, 
which we leave largely without proof. Just as a remark on notation: in general, given 
an iteration tree Y on a mouse Jlr, with c&/I on the same branch in Y, we will let 
_N”A~ be the ath model on Y and let zUs ‘.Y : ~4’“;~ + .A’Jr be the embedding provided by 
the iteration in the usual way; when the context makes the intended tree clear, we will 
drop the superscript 5 
Lemma 1.2. Let S be a collection of l-small core mice with no Woodin cardinals and 
whose universe is not definably Woodin - see the definition below. Let (5~: NES} 
be the simultaneous comparison. Then the function that assigns y~ to M E S is 
OD(S) - that is, ordinal definable in the Levy hierarchy from S. 
The one subtle point in the proof of Lemma 1.2 is that we need the absence of 
Woodin cardinals to apply the uniqueness of branches theorem from [16], and thereby 
be ensured that at each limit stage of the construction there is a single wellfounded 
cofinal branch, which is therefore OD(Jlr, S). A similar problem applies in the case 
that Ord”l< is definably Woodin in M - that is, for each N-definable A c Ord” there 
is some KEN such that for all IE N there is an extender E on the sequence EN such 
that it is total over M and for if : JV -+ UZt(M, E) we have i{(A) r-11 = A f? 1. For 
this reason we restrict the hypothesis of Lemma 1.2 to mice that are relatively tiny. In 
any case, it is clear that even for more complicated mice, the whole construction will 
be OD(S) up to the first point in which there are competing wellfounded branches on 
some JY$,-. 
Lemma 1.3. Let S and {TN : .Af E S} be as above. Let g(S) be the length of the 
comparison - that is, 13 = sup{lh(FN) : NES}. Then 
(i) for c1 < /I < g(S) we have oa < pp; 
(ii) suppose Ep # 0; then there is some JZES such that no extender used along 
F& is compatible with ETN. 
Lemma 1.3(i) follows at once from the definition of the construction and the coher- 
ence condition on the extender sequences, EM for Jt’ E S. Lemma 1.3(ii) follows as 
in similar arguments that can be found in [ 161; the essential point in proving this is 
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the initial segment condition on the extenders that appear in each cV sequence. Here 
we have no a priori guarantee that e(S) # Ord, but it turns out that: 
Lemma 1.4. Let S, {FM : J(r ES}, and O(S) be as above. Suppose that S and each 
JlrcS have cardinality at most K. Then 
(i) e(S) < ic+; 
(ii) along some &- there is no dropping on the main branch. 
The proof of Lemma 1.4(i) follows the usual type of comparison argument. We 
suppose it to be false, and let So c S consist of those JV that continue to have activity 
on ZV all the way out to K’. Note that SO must have size at least 2. Fix for each 
J” E SO a cofinal wellfounded branch, b(M), leading out to IC+ through FM, and such 
that Jlr,, = DirLimg,b(,,++$. By some easy reflection on a club set, we can find a 
single y(M) and 6(M) such that y(X) E JV ,J( N) is the least point pushed out to K+ 
along b(N). Assume for ease of notation that S(M) is always 0. Then we can find a 
club C c K+ such that for all a EC we have 
V’Jlr l So(a E b(M)), V’JI/^ESlJ(i~ (y(N) = a)), 
VJf E $(a = crit(i,,+ )?$ ), 
and for all CII < CI?; in C and M,JZES 
This quickly runs afoul of Lemma 1.3(ii). The proof of Lemma 1.4(ii) again uses 
Lemma 1.3(ii) and follows the proof of a parallel point in 7.1 of [16]. 
As well as needing the fine structure from [ 161, we will also need the core model 
from [22]. 
Lemma 1.5. Let Q be measurable, and suppose that there are no proper class inner 
models for a Woodin cardinal. Suppose K is the core model built up to Q in the 
sense of [22]. Suppose that 6 is less than G? strong in V. Then it is less than s2 
strong in K. 
The proof of Lemma 1.5 follows a pattern that is repeated many times in [22]. 
We fix some inaccessible 1 <s1 and attempt to show strength in K. We let 9V be a 
soundness witness for K 11 A.. We let E be an extender over V that is strong far past 
A; by making it sufficiently strong, and applying the local, inductive definition of K, 
in terms of “a-strong”, given at 6.11 and 6.14 of [16], we may assume that UZt( V,E) 
correctly calculates K past i. Let iE : V + UZt( V,E) be the ultrapower map. Let 
VO = iE(7F”‘). It follows from the preceeding remarks that ?fVo ]I I = YY 11 A. iE has a 
club set in 52 of fixed points; it follows from this and consideration of its critical point 
that Wa is universal and a soundness witness for K II 6, but that it is not a soundness 
witness for K 116 + 1. Let Y and % be iteration trees on %‘” and we, respectively, 
arising from the comparison of these two universal weasels. Let ..Z be the final model 
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and i : W + 2?, j : ‘%& -+ 22 the iteration maps. It follows easily from the failure 
of the definability property at 6 for W0 that the definability property fails at 6 in 9. 
Hence the critical point of i is less than or equal to 6. If crit(i) = 6, then we obtain 
that in the comparison of W and Wo, somewhere on the W side an extender with 
critical point 6 must have been used on the main branch. By the agreement of W” and 
Wa, this extender must have had length greater than 1. Then we at last get that 6 is 
< A-strong in K by the initial segment condition on the EW sequence. 
So we will be finished if we rule out the possibility of crit(i) < 6. So let us instead 
suppose that cd(i) = a -C 6, and note that by consideration of the definability property 
we therefore also have that crit( j) = a. Let ET be the first extender used on the main 
branch of F, and let EF be the first extender used on the main branch of 4Y. So it 
follows that crit(Er) = crit(Et’) = a. Let S be a (relative to Aa) club such that for 
all YES 
i(y) = j(y) = b(y) = y. 
It follows easily from the existence of S that i(a) is the least point LX* in 9 such that 
for every thick So including CY, a* is in the hull of SO. The same characterisation works 
for j o i&a), and thus we get 
i(a) = j 0 in, 
therefore 
i(a) = i(a), 
since crit(iE) > a. Now given any A c a in W we can find fl < a and @ES, such 
that for some term r 
A = T”(p,a,&. 
Since crit(iE) > a 
and therefore 
i(A) = z”(p, i(a),,Z) = z”@, j(a), ji) = j(A). 
Thus, ET and E,y” are compatible, which is absurd. 
One can also give a somewhat more sophisticated proof of Lemma 1.5 using pseudo- 
comparisons, involving a pseudo-iteration tree based on (W, %‘a). 
As well as the global definition of K relative to some fixed measurable 52, obtained 
using the hull property and definability relative to thick classes, [22] also gives a 
local definition of K in terms of the idea of “a-strong”, as mentioned above. This 
local definition of K can be phrased inductively so as to make no reference to the 
measurable Q; therefore, if there is a proper class of measurables we can knit together 
the various local definitions of K to obtain the global core model. In fact, one does not 
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even need true measurables, since the local notion of being a-strong can be suitably 
phrased so as to be absolute to Va+<,,. 
Definition 1.6. Suppose that there is no proper class inner model for a Woodin cardinal 
and that every set has a dagger. Then global K is defined to be the unique class sized 
mouse, N, such that for all c1 < /3 E Ord there is an ordinal 52 > /I and a class inner 
model L[Vp,J such that 
L[ VP, ~1 k Sz is a measurable cardinal, 
and for Ka the core model built in L[Vp, ,u] relative to Q, 
The reader can find in [6] more detailed proofs of the uniqueness and existence 
claims implicit in this definition. 
Definition 1.7. Let JV’ be a mouse and 5 a (normal) iteration tree of length 6, 6 
some limit ordinal. For CL < 6, let NN be the ccth model on Y and E, be the oath 
extender employed by Y, so that 
for A$ an initial segment of NE.. Let par be Zh(E,). Then we define the piece together 
model for F as follows: We let 6(F) = supmEG pa, and we let N(Y) be the piece 
together model, where N(Y) is the unique premouse of height 6(F) such that 
and for all y < 6(Y), 
N(S) 11 y = Ihb.+sJ1’, II Y. 
It follows from the agreement requirements on iteration trees that this limit is well 
defined. 
Definition 1.8. Let Y be an iteration tree of length 6. For CI < /? < 6, we will say 
that M is an ancestor of /I if c&p; conversely, if a is an ancestor of /I, then we will 
say that /I is a descendant of CI. We will say that j is a successor of CI if it is a 
descendant with no descendants between; that is 
Vy(u < y < p * 1(019y)). 
If /I is a successor of c1 then we will say that CI is the predecessor of b. 
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2. A projective coding of K n HC 
Throughout this section we operate under the background assumption that the uni- 
verse is closed under daggers and there are no proper class inner models containing 
a Woodin cardinal. This allows us to build global K at the 1-Woodin level (cf. [6]). 
Ultimately, we shall be interested in a projective computation of K n HC. Thus we 
may and do assume without loss of generality that our arguments take place in some 
model containing VW+1 and a fixed measurable cardinal Q. Proper premice and weasels 
are to be taken relative to a for the remainder of this section. 
We begin with a definition leading to a projective characterization of those countable 
mice which can be extended to a universal object. It descends back to the definition of 
the core model below zero-pistol by Jensen as pointed out to us by himself in personal 
communication after we had begun writing this paper. 
Definition 2.1. Let N be a proper premouse. An ordinal cc < s2 is a cutpoint of N 
iff N /= “cl is regular” and if for all E on EN, crit(E) < CI =+ Zh(E) < oz. 
A set mouse 4! is good if it is an initial segment of some universal weasel -W of 
which ht(A!) is a cutpoint. 
Remark 2.2. Whenever %V’” witnesses the goodness of &?, ht(A) is a passive coordi- 
nate in YY. Moreover, any good mouse d is a core mouse, i.e. it is fully sound, and 
in fact pm(&) = ht(A’). 
Lemma 2.3. If W is a universal weasel then for any LY < 52 with W b “~1 is regular”, 
W 11 c( is a good mouse. 
Proof. If c( fails to be a cutpoint of 5% let E be the first extender on ,!?‘” such that 
crit(E) < LX and lb(E) > CL Then E is total on 9, and we set YY = ult(W,E). By 
3.7(2) of [22], W is still universal, by coherence, YY ]I CI = %? 11 a and CI is regular 
in ~4”‘. It follows from the initial segment condition and coherence that TV is a cutpoint 
in w, and thus $V witnesses the goodness of R I[ CL. q 
Lemma 2.4. For a set mouse A! of height c1 the following are equivalent. 
(1) _4Y is good 
(2) Qk < oQN[[N a set ppm, A=Jlr 11 c(, VE on E”(crit(E)<cc+-lh(E)<a), _N 
k-sound and k-iterable above A%‘] + [p$, > a,ht(A) is a cut point of N and JV 
is k-iterable]]. 
Proof. (1) + (2). Let .N be a potential counterexample to (2) and $V a universal 
weasel witnessing the goodness of _&. Compare -Iy- with N. Since ?V and N agree 
up to o! and since _N is supposed to have no extenders on its sequence overlapping ~1, 
the k-iterability of _Af above & suffices for this comparison. Denote by F and % the 
comparison trees built on +F and N (respectively). Thus F is w-maximal and % is 
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k-maximal. Using padding if necessary, we can assume that #z(F) = @z(e) = 8 + 1 
for some t9 < 0. Notice that in fact (3 < Sz since JV is a set ppm and W is universal. 
Moreover, all extenders used on either side of this comparison have critical point >,a. 
This last statement is a consequence of the initial segment condition of good extender 
sequences (cf. [ 161). 
Claim 1. There is no dropping along the main branch of 42 whatsoever, i.e., D” n 
[0,0], = 0 and deg”(a) = k, V’cc E [0,8],. 
Proof of Claim 1. This follows from soundness if _&F is a proper initial segment 
of JZ[. Otherwise since 0 < D and JV” is a set ppm it must be the case that 
Dr n [0, 01, # 0. But then there cannot have been any dropping along the main branch 
in % essentially by the argument in claim 4 of 6.2 of [ 161. 0 
Claim 2. p&, > c(. 
Proof of Claim 2. This splits into two cases. 
Case 1: A: &i A:. 
Note that for any p E 1.N: 1, modulo coding by a subset of CI, Thj$, (a U {p} ) = 
Thi$ (a U { ig( p)} ). The latter set belongs to JZQF which properly extends AZ. But 
P(M) u ]&;I = P(a) u [WI. N ow the assertion follows from a being a cardinal in W 
and the agreement of W with JV up to CC. 
Case 2: J$% = aF 
As in the proof of:he last claim we obtain that Dr fl[O, 01, # 4, Let n = degF(8). 
Since n is least such that JZ[ is not n + 1 sound, but &![ = JY: is k-sound n 2 k. 
“Jf? 4” Now assume toward a contradiction that p;hs, < CC Then as p&i = pkfl,pn+i < CI. 
Let 5 + 1 be the last element of Dy n [O,& and q + 1 E [l + 1, (31, be least with 
degF(q+ 1) = n. All extenders used in .F have critical point >a. Hence q+ 1 = 5+ 1, 
i.e., degF(5 + 1) = n. [Otherwise 5 + 1 < q + 1 and degF(r + 1) > n. It follows that 
P 
V;“, )’ 
IIf1 >crit(Eg)>a. Since DFfl(5+1,q+1]s = 0, pz$+“* > u., and degY(n+l) = n F A? 
implies pi?;’ = p,$+“* > a. But then pn”, = p:$’ > a - a contradiction.] 
Thus p;+i = p$; < M where 9 is the proper initial segment of JZ$+,). to which 
ET gets applied and (r + 1 )* is the T-predecessor of 5 + 1. But 9 is fully sound 
contradicting that o! must be a cardinal in ACy+i )*. 0 
JV” is k iterable since it embeds via a k-embedding into an iterate of W. Moreover, 
JV + “a is regular” since P(E) n 1x1 C (WI and M is regular in W. 
(1) + (2). The plan is to build KC(&), i.e., the weasel KC from [22] built above 
the set mouse A. A similar construction is sketched in [24], yet in a more general 
context. Under the present assumptions this construction simplifies as follows. 
What needs to be verified first is that in our situation the construction of KC(A) 
succeeds in building an object of height 52. 
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For this it is necessary to show that each stage Jv; in the construction of KC(A) 
has the relevant fine structural properties allowing the formation of its core U“(JU;) 
for k 4 w. 
Claim 3. For each < < Q and k d o, Vk(&) exists. 
Proof of Claim 3. The claim asserts that for each 5 < Q 
(i) the (k + 1)th standard parameter of (%?k(~~),~k(%?k(N~))) is (k + I)-solid and 
(k + I)-universal, and this remains true when passing to the (k + 1)th hull considered 
in forming P+‘(Nc). 
(ii) pk+I(&) 2 a. 
As in 8.1 of [16] clause (i) is a consequence of the k-iterability of @(Nt). This 
as well as clause (ii) follow from (2) once it is verified that gk(JQ possesses all the 
properties of the set ppm JV over which we quantify in (2) relative to k. 
The argument for that proceeds by induction. Fix 5 < Q and k < w such that for all 
(t’, k’) proceeding (l, k) in the left lexicographical order 
(a) Vk’(J+,) is k’-iterable; 
(b) pk’+l(M<,) 2 cc; 
(c) ht(A) is a cut point of ‘?Zk’(J+). 
If 5 = 0, then there is nothing to prove for any k d o as J&’ = qk(Jlro) has all these 
properties. For c > 0 and k = 0, %?(J$ ) = Mt has no extenders overlapping a by the 
way in which it arises from earlier stages in the construction. Moreover, it is 0-iterable 
above J%? since the extenders of length > a on its sequence trace back to (partial) 
background certificates (cf. Chapters 2 and 9 of [22]). Thus (2) becomes applicable 
and yields (a)-(c) for JV~. 
Similarly (a)-(c) for Vk+‘(Nt) can be deduced from (2) and the validity of the 
properties (a)-(c) for gk(Jv;). 0 
By a relativization of the cheapo-covering lemma of [22], KC(M) is a universal 
weasel. Clause (c) from the proof of Claim 3 shows that ht(A’) is a cutpoint of 
Kc(~) which therefore witnesses the goodness of A. 0 
Remark 2.5. Since we work below the existence of a class inner model with a Woodin 
cardinal the ZZ: mouse condition of [22] becomes applicable. This observation together 
with a reflection argument yields that for J%’ E HC, its goodness is expressible as a 
ZZ: assertion about a real coding A. 
Before we can proceed to a projective computation of K n HC we need to establish 
a few technical facts. Recall the d operation: For a universal weasel vY’” such that Q 
is S-thick in #‘” (where S is a fixed stationary in Sz class), 
5?(#‘) = n {Hw(T) : r S-thick in YV}. 
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This is denoted by Def(%“, S) in [22] (In Sections 3-5 of that paper the reader can 
find the necessary background material on thick classes and universal weasels as well 
as relevant definitions concerning the hull and definability properties.) Here we will 
work only with 9 relative to S = A 0, the canonical stationary class relative to which 
52 is thick in KC (cf. see 1 of [22]). The following fact which is implicit in 5.16 of 
[22] expresses that A0 suffices for our proposes: 
Fact 2.6. For any good mouse A, there is a linear iterate B of KC(J) such that Q 
is Ao-thick in W and 22 witnesses the goodness of ~2’. 
Proof. Let S be the analog for KC(J) of the class A0 (relative to K). By the rela- 
tivization of Section 1 of [22], Q is S-thick in K”(A). 
9 is obtained from KC(&) by iterating away in a linear fashion the images of 
those total measures on the sequence of KC(M) with critical points in Ao\ht(&. By 
the initial segment condition of good extender sequences, ht(A’) remains a cut point 
in 3. 0 
Recall the notion of a properZy small premouse ~2 (cf. Def 6.12 of [22]): A is 
properly small if it has the largest cardinal but contains no Woodin cardinal. For any 
successor cardinal tl of K, K (1 M. is a properly small mouse. Any iteration tree built on 
a properly small mouse is simple (6.13 of [22]); hence we obtain 
Fact 2.1. Properly small mice possess unique comparisons. 
The following three lemmas are the key to the projective computation of K n HC 
that we seek. 
Lemma 2.8. Suppose that no countable ordinal is <WY strong in K and coy is inac- 
cessible in K then there are cojinally many y < or such that y is a successor cardinal 
in K and a cutpoint of K. 
Proof. Fix 5 < WI. Using a pigeonhole argument (i.e., the regularity of CO,“) one can 
define in K a sequence (u n : n < w) of countable ordinals such that ~(0 = 5 and for 
each n 2 0, a,+, is least such that no ordinal < a, is strong in K past a”+, . Let 
a= sup,,o n a and y = (a+)k, Since cofk(a) = w, y is a cutpoint of K. 0 
Lemma 2.9. Suppose that no countable ordinal is < or strong in K, and WY is 
inaccessible in K. Then any good countable core mouse is outiterated by a good 
countable properly small initial segment of K. 
Proof. The lemma asserts that for any good countable mouse A there exists a count- 
able ordinal y which is a successor cardinal and cut point of K, and comparison trees .Y 
on A? and % on K (( y such that the final model on Y is an initial segment of the 
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final model on %. Suppose, toward a contradiction, that JZ is a counterexample to the 
lemma. 
Fix B, a linear iterate of KC(~) as in Fact 2.6. Let W be a soundness witness for 
K 11 co:. Compare R with W and denote by 5 and % the comparison trees built on 9 
and W (respectively) with &z(Y) = I/z(%) = 8 + 1 for some 0 < 0. By universality, 
JV~T = &ZO@ and there is no dropping whatsoever along the final branches on either 
side of this comparison. 
Since ht(&‘) and WY are regular in 93 and W, respectively, there are comparison 
trees Yc on J&’ and 4% on K 1) 01 with Ih(&) = Ih(%c,) = f?o + 1 for some & < 8 
such that the tree order, deg-function, and the set of drops of Yo and Ua are simply 
the restrictions of the corresponding objects for F and +Y. Moreover, $ and %!,, use 
the same extenders as Yl00 and Q]&, and &?a% = ic(&) and ~.4?~@’ = i$(K 11 ml) for 
each c( 6 80 with (O,cr],~ n D Y = 0 and (0, ~1% rl D* = 0, respectively. 
Claim 1. 80 = 01, A07 sd0T and ht(AoT) = 01 and there is no dropping whatso- 
ever along [0, I!Io]~. 
Proof of Claim 1. If 00 < 01 then .,+%‘c 2 ~$7. [Reason: Otherwise there must be a 
drop along the final branch in f#& because J# E HC; and consequently _NOy is unsound 
and cannot be a strict initial segment of As:. Furthermore, these two models cannot 
be equal to each other as in that case there would have to be some kind of dropping 
along the final branch in Ya as well since JZ is fully sound. But this would give 
the standard contradiction as in the proof of the comparison lemma.] So already some 
good properly small initial segment of K 11 co; must outiterate _&’ by Lemma 2.8 - 
contradicting our assumptions. Thus 8s 2 ol. 
If _atRT C A07 a reflection argument (using that J4 E HC) would show that 80 < 01. 
Hence _.&@ 2 JZz and there is no dropping whatsoever along [0, es]%. 
By combining the arguments in the proof of 6.2 of [12] (using that .4 E HC) with 
those appearing in the proof of Theorem 1.10 of [5] (using the inaccessibility of or 
in K and its regularity in V) one obtains 80 = 01 and ht(Az) = ~1. 0 
Claim 2. 3a < ol $(a) > fq. 
Proof of Claim 2. Assume toward a contradiction igol c 01. 
Subclaim. fq E [0,0],. 
Proof of Subclaim. Otherwise suppose toward a contradiction that p + 1 E [0,8]~\oi 
is least such that Y-predecessor of p + l=dfy < WI. Then crit(EF) < u(E,~) < 01. 
But then [crit(EF), OI] II rng(is) = 0 as /_I 2 01 + Ih(ET) > 01. 
Recall that ZZ(J$~) = i$‘%(.B?) C mg(i&). Hence [critET,cq] n TF(J’$~) = 0. 
On the other hand, wi C .9(W) implies i$’ WI C %(A:) = ZZ’(JZ~~) - contradicting 
iiyoi c 01. q 
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So there is no dropping along [O,oi]~ and S(.,H~) = &“‘a(%?). But 4? E HC and 
by the previous claim iterates to a structure of height >ol. It follows that ZZ(&Z~))nwi 
is countable. 
Thus LF(JZ~) f? W1 = LY(JZr) n wi G iz’e ~Y(J.&!:) f’ 01 is countable. But we 
assumed i$“wl C 01 and so wi C b(W) + i$‘ol c S(Jtf$ ) n cu1 - a contradiction! 
q 
Claim 3. 01 E [0,0]4. 
Proof of Claim 3. If the claim fails take p + 1 E [0, f3]%\wi least with %-predecessor 
ofB+l=&a<wi. Now p > WI =+ I&Y;) > /+&z) = 01. Also a < o1 =+ v(E;) < 
fh(ET) < hr(~H~%) d ht(~Y~y) = wI, and thus crit(E7) < ht(.kU:) = wI. 
If /3 = 01 this is an immediate contradiction with 01 = ht(Mz) being a cutpoint 
of &?z. [By assumption no countable ordinal is < W; strong in K, and thus or is 
a cutpoint of K by the initial segment condition. By Claim 1, DQ n [O,ol]e = 0. 
Therefore by elementarity, ht(~‘!$) = i,“,,(ht(AF)) remains a cutpoint in A,.] If 
B > wi one obtains the same contradiction using the initial segment condition and 
coherence of good extender sequences. 0 
Notice that i$L:ol C 01 by the regularity of 01 in V and its inaccessibility in K. 
By Claim 2 we can choose 8 + 1 E (oi,B)~ with crit(EF) < WI. Now Zh(ET) > 01 
as j? 2 WI. It follows from the initial segment condition of good extender sequences 
(and coherence if p > 01) that crit(ET) is < WY strong in &?“I. 
But &Jq) = WI. [Reason: The regularity of or in W implies that i&(wl) = 
1 A%‘~? 1 n Ord = 01.1 Therefore 
The elementarity of i& allows us to pull this statement back to W and we end up 
with a countable ordinal which is < WY strong in K - contradicting our assumption. 
0 
Lemma 2.10. Suppose no countable ordinal is < 01/ strong in K and coy is inacces- 
sible in K. Then for any good countable properly small mouse A? the following are 
equivalent. 
(1) 4? 5 K and for all extenders E from @, crit(E) < ht(A) + /h(E) < ht(A!). 
(2) Whenever A? and JV are good countable properly small mice with A & .k 
then 
(a) Zf A! E A@ and ht(.&z’) is a cutpoint of 2, and if 2 and JV” coiterate to a 
common model 9 in their comparison 
(i) there are no drops along the final branches on either side of their compar- 
ison. 
(ii) If i:_&+S andj : N + 9’ denote the embedding along the &al 
branches ?‘(A!] C rng(j). 
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(b) If & = J@ and the jinal model 9 on the A side is an initial segment of the 
jinal model LS? on the JV side of their comparison 
(i) there are no drops along the final branches on either side and ht(8) is a 
cutpoint of 9 if9 E 9. 
(ii) If I: A + 9 and j: .A/ -+ S? denote the embeddings along the final 
branches i7’1&[ L rng(J). 
Proof. -( 1) + 32). First consider M with .A g K. We will find 3 and JV violating 
(i) or (ii) of (2b). 
By the previous lemma there is a y < wi such that y is a successor cardinal in K 
and a cutpoint of K such that K I/ y outiterates A. Set .Af = K 11 y and J? = ~8’. 
Let 9, a linear iterate of K’(M), be a weasel as in Fact 2.6 so that 52 is As-thick 
in 9? and ht(A’) is a cut point of 9?. Let ~8’” be a soundness witness for Kjjht(&“) 
such that ht(M) is a cut point of w. 
Compare W with YP” and denote by .Y and 4P the comparison trees built on 3 and 
YP” (respectively) with lb(F) = lh(%) = 0 + 1 for some 0 < 52. By universality there 
is no dropping whatsoever along the final branches on either side of this comparison. 
Let .F and 4 be the iteration trees arising in the comparison of JH with JV having 
length f? + 1 for some 8 < WI. Since ht(.A’) and ht(.M) are regular in B and PY 
(respectively), the comparison of 9 and YP” “contains” a comparison of J&’ with .M. 
But J%! and JV have unique iteration strategies and hence a unique comparison by their 
proper smallness. Thus F and 4 are the “restrictions” of 9 and %! to the iterates 
of JZ and J1/’ in the comparison of 9 and ^Nr, i.e., 0 < 9, i= = Tie + 1, fl = 
U/0+1, D’=D’n((e+l), D”=D”n(t?+l),deg’=deg~~(~+l), deg@= 
deg’//(t?+l), V’a+l <l?Ed=ET, E$ = Ez” and V’a < 8 + lJ$’ = ig(A) for each 
x with DF n [0, cz]~ = 0 and JZ~’ = i:(M) for each CI with D* n [0, a]% = 0. 
Since A{ is an initial segment of ~4?: and by w-soundness, there is no dropping 
whatsoever along [0, t?] ,p. We can make the same assumption about [0, @c, and assume 
_- 
in addition that ht(J$) is a cut point of J&!;~ in case that dOc E 4; as otherwise 
we already have a violation of clause (i) of (2b). 
Claim 1. The comparison of J&L and Jf is an “initial segment” of the comparison of 
.GY and W, i.e., 
(1) 0 E [O,& and crit if0 b ht(AhF); 
(2) e E [0,0]* and crit ii0 3 ht(Af). 
Proof of Claim 1. If 8 # [0, 01, fix the least /?+l t [0, &\t?+l with 5predecessor of 
/I+ 1 =df~ < 1. Now p 2 4 + lh(EF) > ht(k’l) = i$(ht(A)). Also a < e + v(Ec) < 
lh(Ec) < ht(A/) d ht(A;‘) and so crit(ET) < v(ET) + crit(EF) < i$$ht(A)). 
If /I = 8 this is an immediate contradiction with the fact that ic&ht(A)) is a cutpoint 
of 4: by elementarity. If /3 > t? we obtain the same contradiction using the initial 
segment condition and coherence of good extender sequences. 
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The second half of (1) follows by a similar argument: The above contradiction arose 
from the false assumption that crit (ET) < ht(k![) for some B + 1 E [0,0].~\6 + 1. 
If A;’ = A$ we obtain (2) by the same argument as for (1) (using this time that 
hr(,V) is a cutpoint of %‘“). If A’: E A&?: we can proceed similarly since in this case 
by assumption ht(A’~) is a cutpoint of A; and therefore of A$@. 0 
The standing assumption is that A! p K, hence we can find CI < ht(.M) with 
CI $ Y(W). Recall that ZY(A~) = $“a(%). Since A’; = A?$ it follows that 
&cc) $z 9(_&;). 
On the other hand ht(N) C 2’(W) by choice of -llr and thus i%N C T(.Mi’). But 
,/1/ outiterates A and hence Claim 1 implies that i:(u) $ mg(i2). Therefore J% and 
.,lr violate (ii) of (2b). 
Next consider a good A L K such that some ordinal < ht(A’) is strong past ht(A) 
in K. Fix E on zK with Ih(E) minimal such that crit(E) < ht(A) but Zh(E) > ht(.M). 
We need to distinguish two cases: 
Case 1. ht(A!) is regular in K. 
By case assumption E is total on K. By the initial segment condition and since A’ E 
HC, lb(E) < 01. Let y = (Zh(E))+ as computed in K and set J# = UZt,(K 11 y,E). A? = 
K’ 11 n(y) where K’ = Ult(K,E) and n : K + K’ is the canonical embedding. Since K’ 
computes the true cardinal successor on a measure 1 set (relative of fz) it is still 
universal, and so J# is good by Lemma 2.3. 
Coherence and initial segment condition of good extender sequences imply that 
A’ CA%!’ and ht(A?) is a cutpoint of A%?. Set Jlr = K /I y. This is a coumable good 
properly small mouse. 
In the comparison of J? with JV the final embedding i on the 2 side is just the 
identity map on .A? while the final embedding J on the M side is the ultrapower map 
JV + 2. Now crit (E) < ht(A), so K = i(lc) E ?‘l&‘\\rrzg(J). Thus A? and .M 
violate (ii) of (2a). 
CUX 2. ht(Jld) is not regular in K. 
Fix 9, a linear iterate of K”(A) as in Fact 2.6. If A $ Z?‘(g) we can repeat 
the proof which took place under the assumption J&Z g K and produced A# and JV 
violating (2b). [That argument relied only on A $Z Z(.94?).] 
If A’ C: 5?(g) let 7~ : K -+ J~Y(L%I!) + .%! be the inverse of the collapsing map. Note 
that crit(?r) > ht(.A). It follows that 
P(ht(A’)) n K C P(ht(k’)) n 3, 
But, in .9, ht(A) is regular - contradiction! Thus this alternative can never arise, and 
the proof of -( 1) + 42) is complete. 
( 1) + (2) Fix AZ as in ( I), and suppose we are given good countable A? and JV 
such that all the conditions in the antecedent of (2a) are satisfied. 
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Let W and W be linear iterates of KC( 1) and KC(~), respectively, each as in 
Fact 2.6. Denote by Y and “2! the comparison trees built on W and W of length 
0 + 1 for some 0 < 52. By universality, there is no dropping whatsoever along the final 
branches on either side and the comparison ends in a common model J%‘[ = JZ~_ 
As before, this comparison “restricts” to the comparison of J? with M (using 
properly smallness), i.e., if y and 4 are the comparison trees for J? and JV of length 
e < wr, then 8 d 8, 7 = Tie + 1, fl = U(8 + 1, II’ = DQ n (8 + l), degY = 
degY](8+1), deg’=deg*](r?+l), Y’cr+ld8E~=E~andE$=E~andV’or< 
fi + 1 J&‘: = i$(j) and J$! = it(&) whenever (0, o(_lg I? DF = (0, a]& fi Di = 0. 
Notice that there cannot be any dropping along [0, f3],- or [0, @jog by u-soundness 
since J# and JV coiterate by assumption. So we have (i) of (2a) at this point. 
Proof of Claim 2. Since JZ? and JV coiterate by assumption, one can use the by 
now familiar argument based on ht( 2) and ht(Jlr) being cutpoints of .% and W, 
respectively. •i 
Claim 3. JZ C %“($A?). 
Proof of Claim 3. Let Y be a soundness witness for &! = K 11 h(A) such that for all 
extenders E from I?~, crit (E) < &(A’) + h(E) d (A). Such a weasel exists since 
Jae is assumed to have that property relative to K. 
Compare 9 with ?K By universality, the comparison ends in a common model Z? 
without any dropping on either side. Let rr : .92 + 2 and r : V 4 9 be the iteration 
maps. 
Recall o”d(%?) = r”ZZ’(Y). But A G Z(V) by choice of VI Moreover, 
W](ht(JI) = Vl(Iht(~?), thus crit(a) and crit (T) are both a&(A). Therefore 
J8Vczq9,). 0 
Recall that i_$“2T(B) = i$“Z’(W). So we can use Claims 3 and 2 to conclude that 
i$“A C mg(is), i.e., we have established (ii) of (2a) for J? and JV. 
Finally, consider &? and N satisfying all the conditions in the antecedent of (2b). 
Fix linear iterates J_% and W of KC( 2) and KC(N), respectively, and denote their 
comparison trees by 5 and 4!. By universality there is no dropping whatsoever along 
the final branches on either side of this comparison which ends in a common model 
J&$~ = _4YfF for some 8 < 52. 
As before we get that the trees 5 and % “restrict” to the comparison trees y and 
& of length some 8 < WI for &k? and JV”. 
Since JV outiterates J&Z, and by w-soundness, there cannot be any dropping along 
[O, f%. 
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Claim 4. 8 E [O,& and crit i$ > ht(A!c). 
Proof of Claim 4. Exactly as before using that ht(&‘) is a cutpoint of 93. 0 
Similarly as before we again obtain 
Claim 5. A G T(9). 
Claim 6. 
(1) 4 E HO&; 
(2) If JZ[ E &?f then ht(A:) is a cutpoint of A?; 
(3) crit i$ 2 ht(.&!r). 
Proof of Claim 6. (1) If fi @ [O,Q choose the least /I + 1 E [0,0],\8 + 1 such 
that the % is predecessor of /I + l=dftl < 8. NOW /I 2 t? + lh(EF) 2 lh(E%) > 
ht@$‘), while M < 6 + v(EF) < Ih(E%) < ht(Jz$) < ht(A’F), and thus crit (EF) < 
4-E:) + crit Eq < ht(A’r). This implies [critEF, ht(&%“?)] n rng(i$) = 0. But 
c a(&:) C rng(i,,), and with ,at,” = J$$$ we obtain 
.%(J&‘[) n [crit(Er),ht(Ar)] = 0. 
On the other hand (by Claims 4 and 5), for cofinally many CI < ht(A!f), LX E 
6( A[ ) - contradiction! 
(2) What we have just proved implies that D”n[O, 61% = 0. Hence .&F is a universal 
weasel, in fact Sz is As-thick in A:. Assume toward a contradiction that -4t6’ E -ktf 
and for some extender E from I?*;, crit (E) < ht(AOf) and Zh(E) > ht(AOf). 
Set W* =_&?r and -llr* =A&@, and denote by T* and %* the iteration trees coming 
out of their comparison. [So F-* and %* are obtained from Y and @ by re-indexing.] 
Subclaim. The Jirst extender used along the main branch in %!* has a critical point 
< ht(A’[). 
Proof of subclaim. Otherwise all extenders used along the main branch of %!* have 
critical point 2 ht(A’r). 
Let K = c&(E), then by elementarity 
3?* + “K is the critical point of an extender with length > ht(.Mr)” 
where 9* is the final model of Y* and %*. Fix such an extender F E i?“. 
If W* does not move at all this is an immediate contradiction with ht(.Nr) being a 
cutpoint of W*. If Zh(F) < lh(Er*) we obtain this contradiction by coherence. The only 
other possibility is Zh(F) > Ih(Er*), and in this case we get the same contradiction 
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from the initial segment condition [notice that /u(&~‘) and Zh(Er*) are two distinct 
cardinals in s*] and from coherence. 0 
The subclaim tells us that in 2*, a terminal segment of ht(~Hr) is missing from 
%(Z!*). On the other hand, Claims 4 and 5 imply that a(=%?*) Ti hr(&f) is cofinal in 
ht(J!t) - a contradiction! 
This shows that no extenders from I?~(: (and in fact from g+T) “overlap” ht(~Hi’). 
Therefore all extenders used in F* or a%* have critical points aht(~?~‘). So the 
regularity of ht(.,&i’) in B* implies its regularity in %‘“*, and we have finally shown 
that ht(Ar) is a cutpoint of J%‘#’ (in fact of A;). 
(3) Recall that ht(Jz) is a cutpoint of &‘r (by the elementarity of iz). Therefore 
by (2) ht(Af) is a cutpoint of J$@ from which (3) follows. 0 
So far we have established (i) of (2b). Now (ii) of (2b) can be deduced from 
Claims 5,4,6( 1) and 6(3) by using as before that i,$“T(%?) = i$“EZ’(-W). This finishes 
the proof of (1) + (2) and the lemma is proved. 0 
With this lemma we arrive at a projective computation of K n HC partially improving 
an earlier result of Mitchell (for an independent proof see [6, Corollary 3.8]), who 
showed that K n HC is Ci in the codes if there is no countable ordinal a with o(a) = 
LX++ in K. 
Theorem 2.11. Suppose no countable ordinal is <coy strong in K and cop is in- 
accessible in K. There is a Ai formula 4(vg) such that for any real x, 
4[x] ifsx codes an initial segment of K. 
Proof. With Lemmas 2.8 and 2.10 we obtain: 
x E [w codes an initial segment of K 
ti EL&’ E HC [J%’ is a good properly small mouse satisfying clause (2) of 
Lemma 2.10 and x codes an initial segment of JH] 
H x codes a transitive structure of the form 9: A VA E HC [[A is a good 
properly small mouse satisfying clause (2) of Lemma 2.10. A ht(4’) > 
a] =+ 9; & A]. 
An inspection shows that clause (2) of Lemma 2.10 is Ui in a code for &’ since 
goodness is a IIt property in the codes. This yields the desired Ai computation. 0 
It seems worthwhile considering two directions in which Theorem 2.11 could be 
strengthened. The first one is to compute K fl HC up to the least countable ordinal CI 
which is <or strong in K (provided such an ordinal exists). If the arguments in the 
proof of Lemma 2.9 can be modified with a taking the role of or then the question 
whether a <or strong cardinal in K exists would be a projective one, and moreover, 
one could projectively identify K up to its least <wr strong. 
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Similarly, one could (uniformly in u < WI) compute K up to CL in a projective way, 
provided that nothing below CI is <CO; strong in K. 
The other motivation for extending Theorem 2.11 is related to the open question 
3.9(2) of [6] for which it provides a partial, positive answer. It seems, however, that 
the full answer to this question lies beyond the range of the methods we have developed 
in the proof of Theorem 2.11. Nevertheless, we wish to make the following 
Conjecture 2.12. Suppose there are at most finitely many countable ordinals which 
are <co; strong in K, then K n HC is projective in the codes. 
3. A refutation of the boldface correctness conjecture 
The key to our refutation of the boldface correctness conjecture (cf. Section 4 of [6]) 
lies in the technical of Lemma 3.2 leading to a projective identification of the least 
countable ordinal which is <CO; strong in K under certain background assumptions. 
These may seem somewhat artificial at first glance, yet they arise naturally in the 
context where we will apply the lemma. Its proof uses a modification of the arguments 
yielding the projective computation of K n HC of the previous section. 
Before proceeding to the technical lemma we need to consider a canonical way of 
comparing good mice entailing uniqueness. The following discussion (where Q is a 
fixed measurable cardinal) takes place under the assumption that there are no proper 
class inner models with a Woodin cardinal. 
It follows then from 1.8 claim 1 in [6] that for any CI > s2, L,(w) is iterable 
whenever ?6P” is an iterable weasel. Thus given two iterable weasels, ^ w; and wz, their 
unique comparison can be “lifted” to a comparison of L(e) with L($$). The reason 
is that any tree on ^w; or WZ of length < Sz is simple (cf. 1.7( 1) of [6]), while a 
tree of length Q on either weasel has exactly one cofinal branch (cf. 1.7(2) of [6]) 
by weak compactness whose well foundedness is automatic (even as a branch on the 
L-class extension of the weasel) since cof(Q) > CO. 
Given two good mice Ai and AZ with associated goodness witnesses dy; and %&, 
the unique comparison of -ly; with -tl; yields also a comparison of Ai with .A+$. The 
trees in that comparison can be “lifted” to trees on L(Ai) and L(J&) which embed 
into trees built on L(w) and L(Vl), respectively, and are thus well-behaved. [These 
embeddings are constructed inductively by starting with the identity maps on L(Ai ) 
and L(J&) (which are CO elementary embeddings into L(wi) and L(?&)), and using 
the copying procedure along the way. Since ht(A’,) and ht(A$) are regular cardinals 
in % and wz, respectively, all CO elementary embeddings generated in this process 
restrict to the identity on the iterates of ,%e, and A& respectively.] 
By goodness, .&(A$) is a genuinely small mouse (cf. 1.2. of [6]) whenever 
c( > ht(.k’i) is a cardinal. Since any iteration tree on a genuinely small premouse is 
simple (cf. 1.3 of [6]) there can be at most one comparison of A?t with AZ whose 
trees “lift” to L,(Ai) and LX(Al) for any a. This justifies the following 
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Definition 3.1. The canonical comparison of two good mice &‘i and Jle, is the unique 
one whose trees can be lifted to trees on to L,(Ai ) and L,(&& ) for any GI > ht(~Yi ), 
M4f2). 
Notice that for good countable mice +Mi and Jle,, the statement hat (Y, %) E HC are 
the comparison trees belonging to their canonical comparison is ZIi in real parameters 
coding J&Z,, A$,$ and % by reflection. In other words, for good countable mice we can 
express in a II: way whether a given comparison is the “restriction” of the comparison 
of two universal objects built on top of them. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that V = ‘3Rc0tt(w~<sz) where 52 is a measurable cardinal in G9.N 
which is closed under daggers and has no proper class inner models with a Woodin 
cardinal. For a good countable mouse A the following are equivalent. 
(1) _M 5 K, and for all E on gK, crit(E) < ht(A) + Zh(E) < ht(A). 
(2) For any two good countable mice A? and N with J& &A# and ht(A) a cut- 
point of A? whenever ht(A’) E (A?): 
If M- and JV coiterate without drops along the jinal branches to a common 
model 9 in their canonical comparison, and if i : A- -+ 2? and N -+ 9 are the 
iteration maps, then i”I~4?/ C range(j). 
Proof. Our background assumptions include conditions guaranteeing that we can build, 
in YJI, global K at the 1-Woodin level which will remain unchanged in any set generic 
extension of YJI (cf. [6]). The goodness of the various countable mice mentioned 
in the lemma is to be read as the fixed fl: formula of Remark 2.5 holding about 
reals coding those mice. A similar convention applies to the concept of canonical 
comparison. 
1 (1) + -, (2). The given countable _&’ appears in an initial stage ‘iI@““(“‘y) of the 
collapse. Work in VJIcO”(w~y) until further notice. In this universe Q is still measurable. 
Since II: formulas are downward absolute, JZ is good in the sense of Definition 2.3 
in ~co”(o,Y) 
Suppose first that J& g K. Let W be a linear iterate of KC(&) with Q &-thick 
in 9 and ht(A!) a cutpoint of 9 as in Fact 2.6. Compare 9 with Ka (the 1-Woodin 
K defined up to the measurable 52). By universality, the comparison ends in a common 
model _9 without any dropping along the final branches on either side. Denote by i : 
W + 22 and j : Ka --+ S? the iteration maps along the final branches. 
Claim 1. j”Ka = z~Y(Z?). 
Proof of Claim 1. Fix an 52 + 1 iterable weasel YY with the hull property at all c1 < 52 
(cf. 4.5 of [22]): It is proved in 8.2 of [22] that there is an embedding n : Ka + V 
coming from an iteration tree (in fact a linear iteration using only normal measures) 
such that rc”Ka = T(%‘“). Compare w with 9. By universality, this comparison ends 
in a common model 9 without any dropping on either side. Denote by c : W -+ 9 
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and r : 9 -+ 9 the embeddings along the final branches. 
187 
Since Q is AO-thick in w, o”ZX(%‘) = Z(9), and hence 
(a o n)“KQ = a(P). 
By the Dodd-Jensen Lemma 5.3 of [ 161 
[The Dodd-Jensen lemma requires a simplicity assumption, but we have enough unique- 
ness to carry out the copying construction in its proof.] 
It follows that 
(r 0j)“KQ = d(B). 
But r”Z(9) = Z(Y) as Q is Ao-thick in 9 which is an iterate of 9. This yields 
j”Ka = %(2?) as desired. cl 
Note that &! g K implies I&!1 $ Z?‘(W) since A is transitive. Claim 1 then implies 
i”I&Yl $ mg(j). 
Fix a sufficiently big 6 such that J$ contains all the relevant objects, models ZFC- and 
reflects the pertinent facts about this comparison of 9 with KQ. Pick a substructure 
X 4 J$ such that 9, KQ E X and X n Q = v for some inaccessible cardinal v < 52 with 
ht(&) < v. Let rc : A4 + Va invert the transitive collapse of X and set (j,&T,i) = 
~‘((9, KQ,~, j)). By absoluteness and elementarity, &? and .,4” coiterate via 7 and _? 
without any drops and zr”I&] $ range(j). Moreover, the comparison trees for 9? and 
KQ “collapse to initial segments” and hence i and 7 belong to the canonical comparison 
of the good premice &? = W 11 v and _4’” = KQ 11 v. 
‘iJJ3 is closed under sharps, and so Martin-Solovay absoluteness [lo] yields that 
j, M, r and J provide a counterexample to (2) in V = ‘II.JI~~“(~~<~). 
Next consider _&’ E K such that for some E on EK, cd(E) < h(d) but h(E) > 
ht(~H). Fix such an E of minimal possible length. We split into two cases. 
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Case 1. ht(A!) is regular in KQ. 
Thus E is total on KQ. Let Ily- = Ult(Ka,E). By coherence and initial segment 
condition, ht(k!) is a cutpoint of w. In the comparison of Ka with ?K the final 
embedding on the Ka is the ultrapower map j : KQ 4 V while the final embedding i 
on the dir-side is just id 1%‘“. Since u-it(E) < ht(A), u-it(E) E i”IJt’l\range( j). 
Now proceed as above: Using a reflection argument and Martin-Solovay absoluteness 
we obtain from (W, KQ, i,j) a counterexample (A%?, N, z,i) to (2) in V = %@“‘(“‘<O). 
Case 2. ht(Jt’) is not regular in KQ. 
Let $$ be a linear iterate of Kc(&) as in Fact 2.6 such that Q is &thick in B 
and ht(J2) is a cutpoint of 9. We can assume that IJA’~ 2 5?‘(95’) [otherwise we can 
run the proof where A’ g K, since that argument only required IJZ?~ $Z %(a)]. Let 
7c : KQ -+ Z?‘(B) + B invert the collapse. So crit(n) > ht(A). But then 
contradicting that ht(_&) is regular in 9. Therefore this pathological case cannot arise, 
and the proof 7 (1) 3 1 (2) is complete. 
(1) + (2). Suppose we are given two good countable mice A? and N along with 
trees y and %? of length e+ 1 < CO] coming out of their canonical comparison. Denote 
by ;:A! + AV@~ and? : h’” --+ A&‘~@ the iteration maps along the final branches and 
assume that all the condition in the antecedent of (2) are satisfied. 
Fix y < Q such that J?,_Af,y,&,i;J belong to WcO”(o~y) and are countable there. 
Since lli formulas are downward absolute, 1, N are two good countable mice with 
canonical comparison trees 9 and 4 and associated embeddings i and 7, in !JJJco’r(w,yt 
where Q is still measurable. Until further notice work in ‘&D”(w~y). Pick universal 
weasels, W and “w, linear iterates of Kc(~) and KC(M) (respectively) as in Fact 2.6 
such that Sz is &thick in both of them, ht(&?) is a cutpoint of 97 and ht(&‘“) a cutpoint 
of 7Y. 
Compare 9 with “w, and denote by 9 and % the comparison trees of length 8 + 1, 
some 8 < 52. By universality there is no dropping along the final branches on either 
side and A[ = Ai’. Let i : 9 -+ JZY~~ and j : W + ~2’~~ denote the embeddings 
along the final branches. 
Claim 2. The canonical comparison of .A? and M is an initial segment of the com- 
parison of 98 and W, i.e., 
(1) The trees 9 and & are the restrictions of trees F and % of length t? i- 1; 
(2) e E LO, RF f-l RI ge; 
(3) critiF@ > ht(Ar), crit ig > ht(A$@). 
Proof. This follows from the uniqueness of the canonical comparison and from ht(.k?) 
and ht(Jlr) being cutpoints in 9 and V, respectively. 0 
Claim 3. 1.41 C S?(W). 
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Proof of Claim 3. Same argument as for Claim 3 of Lemma 2.10. 0 
Recall i”%(w) = j”Z(YP”) as Sz is &thick in both 9 and ?K. Using the previous 
two claims it follows that ?‘I&!] & mg(J), as desired. By Shoenfield absoluteness the 
final embeddings in the canonical comparison of Ji? and JV behave in YJIcO”(w~<a) s 
claimed in (2). 
This completes the proof of (1) + (2), and the lemma is proved. 0 
As a corollary we obtain a projective computation of K n HC up to its first <WY 
strong cardinal uniformly whenever the universe has the form described in the lemma. 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that V = ‘5JIc0tt(0~4Q) where 51 is measurable in W which is 
closed under daggers and has no inner class model containing a Woodin cardinal. 
( 1) There is a I;; formula cp(uo) such that for any real x, q(x) ifs x codes a 
countable ordinal strictly less than the jirst <coy strong in K. 
(2) There is a ITi formula $(ug) such that for any real x, 1,9(x) ifs there is a 
countable ordinal which is <or strong in K, and x codes the least such ordinal. 
(3) K up to the first <or strong in K is Cl in the codes, i.e., there is u Cl 
formula x(q) such that for any real x, x(x) ifs x codes 9: for some CL which is less 
than the first <or strong cardinal in K. 
Proof. Since goodness is Ii’: in the codes, and since being the canonical comparison 
of two given countable good mice is Iii in the codes, the lemma yields a II: formula 
cp*(uo) such that for any real x, 
q*(x) iff x codes a countable good mouse &’ such that &Z & K, 
and for all E on gK, crit(E) < ht(A’) + lb(E) Q ht(A). 
From this we obtain the formulas cp, $ and x by a pigeonhole argument as in 
Lemma 2.8. We let WO = {x E R : x codes countable ordinal} and CODE = {x E R : 
x codes a countable structure of the form j:}. For x E WO, 5, denotes the ordinal 
coded by x, and for x E CODE, Ax denotes the structure coded by x. Set 
dx> *x E WO A ~Y(cP*(Y) A ht(J$) 2 5x); 
4+> @ x E wo A To) A VY E WO(5y < 5, * cp(y)); 
x(x) H x E CODE A Yy(cp*(y) A Ax L A$). 0 
Equipped with Theorem 3.3 we now turn to the refutation of the boldface correctness 
conjecture from Chapter 4 of [6]. This is the following assertion: 
For every i,j > 1 there is a k such that if there is no iterable inner model with i 
Woodin cardinals and ZL absoluteness holds then for any CJ! formula q(u) and any 
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real x there is a real y with x E L[y] and 
The k whose existence is claimed has to be obtainable “effectively” from i and j; i.e., 
the understanding in Chapter 4 of [6] was that k is in the order of 3 max{i,j} + 1. Here 
K denotes the supremum of (roughly) the first k - 3 strong cardinals in KY, the core 
model for i Woodin cardinals built over the real y. Recall that by (the relativization of) 
3.10 of [6], CL absoluteness implies the existence of k - 3 strong cardinals 
in KY, 
Let r&u) be the ZIk formula from Theorem 3.3 providing a projective identification 
of the least ordinal which is <or strong in K (uniformly in all models of the form 
v = ~col&A<Q) where 52 is measurable in %JI which is closed under daggers and has 
no inner class models containing a Woodin cardinal). 
Set i = 1 and i = 5. For any fixed k > 6, assuming CON(ZFC + 3k - 2 strong 
cardinals), we will find a model % where the boldfaced correctness conjecture fails 
with that k. 
Fix k 2 6 and set n = k - 3. Let YJI be a model of ZFC + “3n + 1 strong cardinals 
+ no inner class models with n + 2 strong cardinals”. [For example, starting in any 
model containing n + 1 strongs, build the Mitchell-Steel model L[g] allowing only 
those extenders onto the sequence that do not add a sharp for n + 1 strong cardinals.] 
List the strong cardinals in !DI in increasing order as ~1 < . . . < K,+I, and let p be the 
least measurable in % past K,. By Lemma 1.5 and minimality of )TJz, ICI,. . . , K,+I are 
precisely the strong cardinals in Km - the global I-Woodin core model built inside ‘YJI. 
Fix a real x E %IcO”(uVK’) generically coding ~1. Then by Theorem 3.3 
mcolK%<A + #&I, 
Thus by CL+a absoluteness in 9JIc0”(~~K”) (cf. [27]) 
Set ‘$j = $J,J~~~+‘,K.+t)~ Th’ IS is a model without iterable inner models containing a 
Woodin cardinal where Ci,, absoluteness holds, 
Pick any real y in 9I such that x E L[y]. By (the relativization of) Theorem 3.10 
of [6], Ky” (the 1 Woodin K built in !R relative to the real y) has k + 1 - 3 = n + 1 
many strong cardinals, say ;1r < . . < A,,+, . Since x E KF, K, is countable in KY”. 
Let v be the least measurable in KT past II,,. 
Proof of claim. Otherwise 
by z: absoluteness in (K~)co”(w,Ln) (cf. [27]). 
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Then Theorem 3.3 implies that rc, is the least ordinal which is <v strong in (K)Ky 
(the 1-Woodin K build inside KF). But by Lemma 1.5, Ai,. . . , &+I are strong in that 
model. Therefore, K, is a strong cardinal in (K)Kf, and so this model has n + 2 many 
strongs. 
Since (K)K: is a proper class inner model with n + 2 many strongs living in a 
generic extension of 1)32, !JR has such a model (by Theorem 4.4 in the next section) - 
contradiction! 0 
By virtue of the claim % is a model refuting the boldface correctness conjecture. 
The failure of the boldface correctness conjecture necessitates a revision of the pro- 
gram initiated in Chapter 4 of [6] of using core model theory to settle the last Delfino 
problem [7]. One possible approach worth investigating proceeds through the lightface 
correctness conjecture in Chapter 4 of [6]: 
For all i,j 2 1 there exists a k such that if there is no iterable inner model with 
i Woodin cardinals and Ci absoluteness holds, for any CJf sentence cp one can find 
a real x with 
where K, denotes the core model for i Woodin cardinals built over the real x and K 
is the supremum of (roughly) the first k - 3 strongs in K,. 
Also consider the following negative uniformization hypothesis. (Certain versions of 
this would have been a consequence of the boldface correctness conjecture, cf. the 
remarks following 4.1 of [6].) 
(*) Suppose i 2 1 and the background assumptions for building the core model for 
i Woodin cardinals are satisfied. Let x be a real and suppose there are k strong 
cardinals in K, (where k is a suitably chosen integer and K, denotes the core model 
for i Woodins relative to x). Then projective uniformization fails in KF”(W’K) 
where K is the kth strong cardinal in K,. 
What we mean by a suitably chosen integer k is the following: A specific candidate 
for a counterexample to projective uniformization in K?“(WTK) is the relation 
R(a, b) H b $! any i-small mouse built relative to the real a. 
It is a Cj statement (for some j B 1) to say that there exists a real parameter so that 
a C; relation in this parameter (for some I B 1) unifomrizes R. A suitably chosen k is 
then to mean a k that works for this i and j as stipulated in the lightface correctness 
conjecture. 
If lightface correctness and (*) are indeed theorems of ZFC, a positive solution of the 
Delfino problem can be derived as follows: Assuming that projective uniformization, 
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measure and category hold in V, yet PD fails to fix i minimal so that there is no 
iterable inner model for i Woodin cardinals. 
Using the method from [28] we can find a transitive set M which is a model of 
ZFC and CA correct and .Zk absolute for a sufficiently large m. Thus in M, 
(1) There is no iterable inner model for i Woodins. 
(2) The Cj sentence cp is true expressing that the relation R from above has a certain 
projective uniformization. 
(3) C: absoluteness holds (where k is chosen suitably). 
Now work in M: By lightface correctness the sentence cp must reflect down to K?“(w’“) 
for some real x (where K is the kth strong cardinal in K,) - contradicting (*). 0 
Thus the next step toward the Delfino problem will consist of establishing the neg- 
ative uniformization result (*). There is a concrete test case: Let M be the minimal 
inner model containing o-strongs. Let 2 be the sup of the strong cardinals in M. Show 
that the n: relation S 
S(a, b) H b $ any l-small mouse built over Q 
has no projective uniformization in McO”(w,“). 
4. Forcing and the creation of strongs 
In this section we show that set forcing cannot create proper class models of c( many 
strong cardinals for the first time; in other words, if such a class model exists in a 
generic extension of V, then it exists in V. It might be worth commenting however that 
the restriction to proper class models is essential here. For instance, if we begin with V 
satisfying that there are class many strongs, then it follows by Shoenfield absoluteness 
that for K = 4 we have in LCo”(W*K) a wellfounded model for the existence of K many 
strongs; but if in L we had that M was a wellfounded model for the existence of K 
many strongs, then it would necessarily be uncountable in L, and hence, by Shoenfield 
absoluteness again, it would correctly calculate 0” exists, contradicting that 0” $ L. 
Before proceeding any further into the details, it might be an idea to give some 
formal definitions. 
Definition 4.1. A transitive model M is a model for a many strongs if the order type 
of {b E OrdM : M + p is strong} is at least a. A mouse JV” is a sharp for a many 
strongs if it has some E E EN such that for K = crit(E), JV I( K is a model for a many 
strongs. 
It is clear that the existence of a sharp for a many strongs implies the existence 
of a proper class model for a many strongs, since we can iterate the above E on the 
JV sequence out through the ordinals, setting Jv^ = J, _,I$+1 = Ult(N& io,b(E)), and 
letting io,b : NO + A$+, be given by the concatenation of the ultrapower maps. It is 
also seen that the existence of a class inner model for a + 1 many strongs implies that 
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existence of a sharp for a many strongs in light of Lemma 4.2 below. Lemma 4.3 
shows that we cannot create sharp for a many strongs by forcing. Hence, we cannot 
create a proper class model for a + 1 many strong if we do not already have a proper 
class model of CI many strongs. Although all this falls short of our desired conclusion, 
it will be helpful at Theorem 4.4 in proving the final theorem, in that it narrows the 
possibilities. 
Lemma 4.2. If there is a proper class model for CI many strongs, then there is a class 
sized l-small mouse, L[i?], that is a model for CI many strongs. 
Proof. Let M be the class model. The first possibility is that M thinks there are no 
proper class models of a Woodin cardinal. Then it follows that since M is closed under 
daggers, it can build the global K for one Woodin, and obtain a l-small class sized 
mouse as its core model. As discussed in Section 1, the strongs in M are all strong in 
its core model, so KM is as required. 
The other possibility is that M can find a class model of a Woodin cardinal. It 
then follows from [12] that there is a class inner model of a Woodin cardinal with a 
good d: wellorder of the reals, call it N. Let 6 be its Woodin. By iterating N slightly 
we can assume that tx is less than the least measurable in N; then we can follow the 
construction given after Definition 4.1 and iterate out through Ord the least measurable 
past the ccth < &strong in N. We at last get N* with at least ~7. many strongs, arising 
as an iteration of N and having the same reals. Hence it still has a di wellorder of the 
reals and is closed under the sharp operation, and so by [29] it thinks that there are 
no class inner models of a Woodin cardinal, and we are back in the first case above, 
with N* taking the place of M. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Zf V[G] is a generic extension of V with a sharp for a many strongs, 
then V has a sharp for 01 many strongs. 
Proof. Suppose that V[G] has a sharp, JV, for c( many strongs. It was observed in [6] 
that if V[G] has a proper class inner model for a Woodin cardinal, then so too does V. 
As indicated in the proof of Lemma 4.2, this certainly gives a proper class inner model 
of crf 1 many strongs, and hence, in V, a sharp for c( many strongs. So we may as well 
assume that no generic extension of V has a proper class inner model for a Woodin 
cardinal. Hence, as given in an explicit proof in [6], iterability is absolute through all 
forcing extensions. Therefore JV continues to define a sharp for a many strongs in any 
generic extension of V[G]. 
Thus we may assume, without loss of generality, that V[G] is a homogeneous forcing 
extension of V. Now choose the least cardinal K such that there is a sharp for tx many 
strongs in V[G] of size K (in fact it is not hard to show that K = Ial). 
Now let S be the collection of all sharps for c( many strongs in V[G] of size K that 
are appropriately small in our sense above, and so, in particular, have uniqueness of 
branches for the reasons discussed in Section 1. This is an OD definable set, as is the 
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simultaneous iteration of all the mice in S by Lemma 1.2. For each A E S let YA be the 
iteration tree on .,+V arising from the simultaneous comparsion, and let A* be the final 
model on YA; the assignment of A* to A is again OD by uniqueness of branches. 
Some A* will be shortest, and hence OD, and hence in V by the homogeneity of the 
forcing extension. But as remarked in Section 1, there can be no drops along the main 
branch of 5” by the minimality of A*. Hence it will again be a sharp for tl many 
strongs. q 
The whole point of the next argument is in Claim 5 where we establish the exis- 
tence of definable class branches below a certain constellation of strongs. Jensen has, 
however, shown that if the universe is “definably Woodin”, then there can exist class 
sized iteration trees which have no definable cofinal branches. 
Theorem 4.4. If V[G] is a generic extension V with a proper class model of u many 
strongs, then there is a proper class inner model of tl many strongs in V. 
Proof. Deny, and we seek a contradiction. As discussed in the course of Lemma 4.3, 
we may assume that no generic extension of V has a proper class inner model of a 
Woodin cardinal, and hence that in particular, iterability is absolute. Let V[G] be a 
generic extension of V where we can find the proper class model for 0: many strongs. 
By the absoluteness argument from 2.1 in [6], we in fact have that this model is 
iterable. 
Suppose that the class inner model in V[G] consists of all objects a E V[G] with 
J’[Gl k cp( f[Gl,a), 
where ? is a term for forcing with P, where G is a V-generic filter on P. We can 
assume that we in fact have that the class inner model is a mouse by Lemma 4.2. 
Let us fix some p E P that forces everything relevant. Now let H c Coll(o, (2P)V) 
be a V-generic filter. Let S be defined in V[H] to be the collection of class models 
X of the form 
c/f’- = {a E UGI : J'[Gl I= cp(+[Gil,a)) 
for some G1 c P that is V-generic and contains p. 
(We use here and elsewhere without mention that V[H] satisfies not only ZFC but 
also all instances of replacement and comprehension one obtains by introducing V as 
a parameter; this is a well known consequence of the proof of the forcing theorem.) 
As in Lemma 4.3, we perform the simultaneous comparison on all models in S and 
obtain class sized iteration tress & for each X E S; define also X(M) to be the set 
of p E Ord such that there are class many y E Ord with y the Yx successor of p - 
that is, there are unboundedly many nodes immediately above /? in the tree order. We 
will not explicitly consider the case that the simultaneous comparison terminates after 
set many steps; this case is essentially subject to the same argument, but only much 
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easier, since we do not need to become involved with concerns about the existence of 
definable class sized branches. 
Claim 1. For any JV ES, the ordertype of X(J) is at most M. 
Proof of Claim 1. Since for .A$ the 9~ predecessor of Jv;+t we must have that the 
critical point of (Ey)% is at most (pp)s, it follows that for each j? E X(M) there 
is a single 6p such that it is the critical point of class many (_&,)s,. It follows from 
the initial segment condition on the extenders that each such 68 is strong in the piece 
together model for 9~. It follows from the normality of the tree that for j&, < pi both 
in X(J) we have 6,~~ < 68,. Now the claim follows from Lemma 4.2 and the remarks 
preceeding it, since they show that in V[H] there cannot be a proper class model for 
more than c( many strongs. (Note that since the piece together model has class size 
and is rudimentarily closed, it must satisfy ZFC.) 0 
For JV E S let Y(M) be the set of nodes with class many descendants in TV. It 
is immediate from the definitions that if y has some p E X(M) as a descendent, then 
y E Y(.,lr); however, this inclusion does not reverse. 
Let Z(A) be the class of nodes in Y(M)/X(Jr/-) that have no descendant in X(N): 
Claim 2. For any Jf E S the class Z(M) is not empty. 
Proof of Claim 2. Otherwise we go to some sufficiently elementary Va[H] that reflects 
all the pertinent facts about this construction and contains a, P, and ?. We let & = 
TV 16. It follows by our assumptions that for each B E 6 without any descendants in 
X(A) we have an ordinal rc(/?) E 6 such that 
VY(P%Y =+ Y < Jo)). 
Now let b be the cofinal wellfounded branch through !& given by {y E 6 : y&-6). The 
critical points along this branch are rising with supremum 6 so eventually we obtain 
some p E b which is not the & ancestor of any element in X(M). Then it follows 
by assumption on K(P) that all later nodes on b are less than JC@), contradicting that 
b is cofinal is 6, and thereby proving the claim. 0 
Claim 3. Any node in Z(X) has class many TM descendants in Z(M). 
Proof of Claim 3. Otherwise we could fix p such that all & descendants of y belong- 
ing to Z(N) are < /I. Choose a sufficiently big 6 such that Va[H] models a suitable 
fragment of ZFC and reflects all the pertinent facts about 5~. Denote by a the least 
%r descendant of y above 6. The branch in Fx from y out to CL cannot have a largest 
node below 6 since Vs[H] gets to see the set of FM successors of each node on that 
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branch below 6 by reflection. Since branches in iteration trees are closed below their 
sups that branch is cofinal in 6. But now any node on the branch above /I is a ZV 
descendant of y which from the viewpoint of Vs[H] belongs to Z(M) contradicting 
that /I was a bound for those nodes. 0 
Claim 4. There exists /I E Z(N) that does not have two incompatible FM descendants 
in Z(N). 
Proof of Claim 4. Otherwise we go through the same sort of reflection argument as 
in Claim 2, but taking further care to insist that 6 have countable cofinality, as well 
as providing a suitably elementary substructure of V[H], reflecting among other things 
that there are only boundedly many strongs in the piece together model for FM. We 
choose some /I E Z(M) I- 6 and use the assumption that the claim fails to obtain two 
sequences of nodes, (tii)iEw and (/31)iEw, both cofinal in 6 and such that at each i we 
have GliJ?*.Cli+r and plzp/Ii+l and ai < pi < Cli+l and such that CIO and PO are 9$ 
incompatible. 
Let a be the branch through .G 16 generated by (ai)ie, and let b be the branch 
generated by (pi)iEw. Let c = {/? E 6 : /lrd}. Without loss of generality, c # a. 
We are now in a position to mimic the proof of the uniqueness theorem from [ 161. 
(However, we are not quite yet in a position to simply quote the statement of the 
result; the one difficulty is that we do not know that 6 is in the wellfounded part of 
A$ =q DirLimg EaA$j, and so it is not clear that 6 should be definably Woodin in 
4 II 6.) 
Choose yt E c large enough to ensure that c n a c yt. Using that both a and c are 
club in 6, we can find y2 < 73 < y4 such that 
Yzfl, Y4+lEc, y3 + 1 E a, YI > Yo, 
h + 1, y2 + 1) n c = 0, (Y3+l,y4+l)nc=o, (72+1,y3+l)fla=O. 
Choose 75 > y4 least SO that ys + 1 t a. Let Ki = crit(E;f-) and let li = Zh(EF). Note 
that KS < A4 and 1c4 < A3 by the agreement condition on iteration trees. By normality, 
23 < K~. Thus, ICY E (lc4,&). 
Note that ~5 is strong in Jv;r 116. This is because if we just continue to mimic the 
uniqueness theorem from [ 161 and choose increasing y6, ~7, ys, . . . , with 
~z~+lEc, Y2n+l+1Ea, (~2~ + 1, ~2~+1 + 1) f- a = 0, 
(y2n+l + ~~~~~~~ + l)nc = 0, 
and set K, = crit(E+T ), 1, = lh(EF), then the normality of the iteration trees gives 
the K, < IC,,+I < A,, < jl,,+t and that K,,+I is inacessible in ,V;.+,, and hence by the 
initial segment condition on mice we have that rc, is < Ic,+t-strong in A$, 116. Since 
all branches are club, the 2,‘s and hence the IC,‘s are cofinal in 6; it therefore follows 
that each K, is strong in -rS, [I 6. [We are using here an observation made in Chapter 3 
of [6] that if ICO < ICI < ~2, with Ki < Ki+t-strong, then IQ is <x2-strong.] 
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This contradicts the assumption that the piece together model for FM 16 has only 
boundedly many strongs up to 6, thereby proving Claim 4. 0 
The fact that an iteration tree with two competing cofinal branches gives us a proper 
class inner model with class many strongs has been previously observed by Martin and 
Steel. 
Claim 5. 9J& has a cojinaf (cZu.w sized) brunch. 
Proof of Claim 5. We just choose fi as in Claim 4. By Claim 3, for all 6 E Ord there 
is a y > 6 with y E Z(J) and /?&,,. Any two such y must be compatible, and this 
accordingly defines a cofinal class sized branch, proving the claim. 0 
It is easily seen from the proofs that the branch in Claim 5 is uniformly definable 
from %,. Let b(N) be the cofinal branch. Note that S and the assignments 
JV + JC$, JV --+ b(J), 
are VOD in V[H], and thus, by the homogeneity of the forcing, the common final 
model, lets us call it Aoo, exists in V. An easy reflection argument shows that for 
each Jf E S, if some ordinal gets iterated out through Ord by the iteration along 
the branch b(M), then there is a least such ordinal in the sense that there is some 
70 E b(.N) and 60 E 4, so that 
and for all yi E b(N) and & E MY,, 
yo <?I A I& > 61 + 31cv’y~ E b(.N)(iz;,,(&) < K). 
Then the argument sketched after Lemma 1.4 gives that there is at least one branch, 
b(N), on which the critical points are rising above the image of any ordinal in JV. 
Thus, there is no dropping along b(N) and DirLim,,ordJlr, has only Ord height. In 
particular, there is, in V[H], an elementary embedding 
Thus -I, has (at least) LX many strongs, contradicting our assumption that no such 
model lives in V, and proving the theorem. 0 
We used the non-existence of a proper class model with a + 1 many strongs to yield 
definable branches; this would seem a rather weak use of that assumption. 
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